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Top Ten States in Coal Retirements/Proposed Retirements (MW)

- Indiana is 2nd in the nation with 7,595 MW of coal capacity proposed to retire or already retired
- 2,431 MW to retire between now and 2030
- AEP-Rockport would be 2,600 MW more
Remaining Coal Plants’ 2015 CO2 Emissions
Indiana Electric Generation by Source (million MWh)
Renewable Energy Projections
Indiana Renewable Projections (installed capacity)

- Geothermal
- Wind
- Solar Thermal
- Solar PV - Utility
- Solar PV - Distributed

Yearly capacity projections for various renewable energy sources from 2007 to 2030.
Indiana Renewable Projections (in thousand MWh)

- Wind and solar growth (2009-2016)
- Existing RPS
- Existing EERS
- Coal decline (actual)
- Coal decline (all coal)
- Non-policy driven

Years: 2009 to 2030